Agenda for Today

1. Department Events
2. Q&A
3. Passing Arguments to Threads
4. Reminders
5. Lab Time
Department Events

CS Extra  4:15pm on Thursday, October 13 in Noyce 3821
Spatial AI and its Applications
Professor Yao-Yi Chiang from the University of Minnesota
*(snacks available in the commons at 4pm)*
Assignment Questions

Are we allowed to pass the number of threads to a new function?

Yes. You're welcome to modify count_letters.
Passing Arguments to Threads
Reminders
Reminders

Work Due

- The worm lab is due on tonight.
- You can still turn in the memory allocator lab for 80% credit tonight.
- The Parallel Lettercount assignment is due Monday after break.

Reading

- Review Monday's readings about threads before class on Friday.
Lab Time